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ABSTRACT 

BUILT IN SELF TEST (BIST) can effectively reduce the difficulty and complexity of VLSI testing. A reconfigurable Johnson 

counter and a scalable SIC counter are developed to generate a class of minimum transition sequences. The performances of the 

designed TPGs and the circuits under test with 45 nm are evaluated. Simulation results with ISCAS benchmarks demonstrate that 

MSIC can save test power and impose no more than 7.5% overhead for a scan design. In this paper an accumulator-based 3-

weight test pattern generation scheme is presented; the proposed scheme generates set of patterns with weights 0, 0.5, and 1. 

Since accumulators are  commonly found in current VLSI chips, this scheme can be efficiently utilized to drive down the 

hardware of BIST pattern generation, as well. Comparisons with previously presented schemes indicate that the proposed scheme 

compares favorably with respect to the required hardware.  

Keywords: Built-in self test (BIST), test per clock, VLSI testing, weighted test pattern generation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

  In conventional BIST architectures,   the linear   feedback 

shift register (LFSR) is commonly used in the test pattern 

generators (TPGs) and output response analyzers. A major 

drawback of these architectures is that the pseudorandom 

patterns generated by the LFSR lead to significantly high 

switching activities in the CUT
1
, which can cause excessive 

power dissipation. They can also damage the circuit and 

reduce product yield and lifetime
2,3

. 

A. Prior Work 

Several low-power approaches have also been proposed for 

scan-based BIST. The architecture in
4
 modifies scan-path 

structures, and lets the CUT inputs remain unchanged during 

a shift operation. Using multiple scan chains with many scan 

enable (SE) inputs to activate one scan chain at a time, the 

TPG proposed in
5
 can reduce average power consumption 

during scan-based tests and the peak power in the CUT. A 

pseudorandom BIST scheme was proposed to reduce 

switching activities in scan chains. Other approaches include 

LT-LFSR
6
, a low-transition random TPG

7
, and the weighted 

LFSR
8
. The TPG in

6
 can reduce the transitions in the scan 

inputs by assigning the same value to most neighboring bits 

in the scan chain. Power reduction is achieved by increasing 

the correlation between consecutive test patterns
7
. The 

weighted LFSR decreases energy consumption and increases 

fault coverage by adding weights to tune the pseudorandom 

vectors for various probabilities
8
. This paper presents the 

theory and application of a class of minimum transition 

sequences. The proposed method generates SIC sequences, 

and converts them to low transition sequences for each scan 

chain. This can decrease the switching activity in scan cells 

during scan-in shifting. 

 B. Contribution and Paper Organization 

Current VLSI circuits, e.g., data path architectures, or digital 

signal processing chips commonly contain arithmetic 

modules accumulators or arithmetic logic units (ALUs)]. 

This has fired the idea of arithmetic BIST (ABIST)
9
. The 

basic idea of ABIST is to utilize accumulators for built-in 

testing (compression of the CUT responses, or generation of 

test patterns) and has been shown to result in low hardware 

overhead and low impact on the circuit normal operating 

speed . In order to overcome this problem, an accumulator-

based weighted pattern generation scheme was proposed 

in
10

. The scheme generates test patterns having one of three 

weights, namely 0, 1, and 0.5 therefore it can be utilized to 
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drastically reduce the test application time in accumulator-

based test pattern generation. 

In this paper, a novel scheme for accumulator-based 3-

weight generation is presented. The proposed scheme copes 

with the inherent drawbacks of the scheme proposed in
10

. 

More precisely: 1) it can be implemented using any adder 

design; 2) it does not require any modification of the adder; 

and hence, 3) does not affect the operating speed of the 

adder. Furthermore, the proposed scheme compares 

favorably to the scheme proposed in terms of the required 

hardware overhead
10,11

. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the idea 

underlying the accumulator-based 3-weight generation is 

presented. In Section III, the design methodology to generate 

the weight patterns utilizing an accumulator is presented. In 

Section IV, the proposed scheme is compared to the 

previously proposed ones. Finally, Section V, concludes this 

paper. 

  ACCUMULATOR-BASED PATTERN GENERATION 

An accumulator-based test pattern generation scheme that 

compares favorably to previously proposed schemes. In 

1998, it was proved that the test vectors generated by an 

accumulator whose inputs are driven by a constant pattern 

can have  acceptable pseudorandom characteristics, if the 

input pattern is properly selected
12

. However, modules 

containing hard-to-detect faults still require extra test 

hardware either by inserting test points into the mission logic 

or by storing additional deterministic test patterns
13,14

. In 

order to overcome this problem, an accumulator-based 

weighted pattern generation scheme was proposed
10

. The 

scheme generates test patterns having one of three weights, 

namely 0, 1, and 0.5 therefore it can be utilized to drastically 

reduce the test application time in accumulator-based test 

pattern generation. 

 

 

We shall illustrate the idea of an accumulator-based 3-weight 

pattern generation by means of an example. Let us consider 

test set for the c17 ISCAS benchmark
15,16

 given in Table I. 

According to these schemes, a typical weight assignment 

procedure would involve separating the test set into two 

subsets, S1 and S2 as follows: S1={T1,T4}and  

S2={T2,T3}. The weight assignments for these subsets 

isW(S1)={-,-,1,-,1}anD W(S2)={-,-,0,1,0}, where a “_” 

denotes a weight assignment of 0.5, a “1” indicates that the 

input is constantly driven by the logic “1” value, and “0” 

indicates that the input is driven by the logic “0” value. In 

the first assignment, inputs A[2] and A[0] are constantly 

driven by “1”, while inputs A[4], A[3],A[1] are pseudo 

randomly generated (i.e., have weights 0.5). Similarly, in the 

second weight assignment (subset S2), inputs A[2] and A[0] 

are constantly driven by “0”, input A[1] is driven by “1” and 

inputs A[4] and A[3] are pseudo randomly generated.The 

above reasoning calls for a configuration of the accumulator, 

where the following conditions are met: 1) an accumulator 

output can be constantly driven by “1” or “0” and 2) an 

accumulator cell with its output constantly driven to “1” or 

“0” allows the carry input of the stage to transfer to its carry 

output unchanged. This latter condition is required in order 

to effectively generate pseudorandom patterns in the 

accumulator outputs whose weight assignment is “_”. 

DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The implementation of the weighted-pattern generation 

scheme is based on the full adder truth table, presented in 

Table II. From Table II we can see that in lines #2, #3, #6, 

and #7 of the truth table,Cout=Cin. Therefore, in order to 

transfer the carry input to the carry output, it is enough to set 

A[i]=NOT(B[i]). The proposed scheme is based on this 

observation.  

 
Figure 1: Accumulator cell 

 

The implementation of the proposed weighted pattern 

generation scheme is based on the accumulator cell 

presented in Fig. 1, which consists of a Full Adder (FA) cell 

and a D-type flip-flop with asynchronous set and reset inputs 

whose output is also driven to one of the full adder 

inputs. In Fig. 1, we assume, without loss of generality, that 

the set and reset are active high signals. In the same figure 

the respective cell of the driving register B[i] is also shown. 

For this accumulator cell, one out of three configurations can 

be utilized, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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In Fig. 2(a) we present the configuration that drives the CUT 

inputs when A[i]=1 is required. Set[i]=1 and Reset[i]=0 and 

hence A[i]=1 and B[i]=0. Then the output is 

Figure 2: Three configurations of Accumulator cell 

 

  

equal to 1, and Cin is transferred to Cout. In Fig. 2(b), we 

present the configuration that drives the CUT inputs when 

A[i]=0 is required. Set[i]=0 and Reset[i]=1 and henceA[i]=0 

and B[i]=1. Then, the output is equal to 0 and Cin is 

transferred to Cout.  

In Fig. 2(c), we present the configuration that drives the CUT 

inputs when A[i]= “ _ ” is required. Set[i]=0 and Reset[i]=0. 

The D input of the flip-flop of register B is driven by either 1 

or 0, depending on the value that will be added to the 

accumulator inputs in order to generate satisfactorily random 

patterns to the inputs of the CUT. In Fig. 3, the general 

configuration of the proposed scheme is presented. The Logic 

module provides the Set[n-1:0] and Reset[n-1:0] signals that 

drive the S and R inputs of the Register A and Register B 

inputs.  

PROPOSED SCHEME 

The proposed scheme uses a Johnson counter consists of log 2 

K bits, where K is the number of  test  sessions   (i.e., weight 

assignments) of   the weighted test set. The scheme proposed 

in
11

 requires the redesign of the adder; more precisely, two 

NAND gates are inserted in each cell of the ripple-carry adder. 

In order to provide the inputs to the set and reset inputs of the 

flip flops, decoding logic is implemented, similar to that in
17

.  

For the calculation of the delay in the adder operation we have 

considered both ripple carry and prefix adder 

implementations. For the comparisons of the ripple carry 

adder implementations, the adder cell utilized in [10] is 

considered; in the cell presented in [10], initially the delay 

from the Cin to Cout of the adder cell is two NAND gates and 

one XOR gate; in the modified cell proposed in [10], the delay 

is increased to three NAND and one XOR gate; we have 

considered that the delay of a NAND gate is one gate 

equivalent, while the delay of an XOR gate is two gate 

equivalents. 

The proposed methodology to reduce the total test time using 

an accumulator-based scheme is presented. The scheme 

operates in test sessions based on triplets of the form (S, I, L), 

where S is the starting value of the accumulator, I is the 

increment, and L is he number of cycles the increment is 

applied before going to the next session. The seeds are stored 

in a ROM; for the hardware calculation we have considered 

that a ROM bit is equivalent to 1/4 gates. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Proposed scheme 

 

COMPARISON 

The comparison data for some of the ISCAS’85 and  ISCAS’ 

89   benchmarks  are  presented    in Table V, where the same 

fault coverage, i.e., 100% is targeted. Next, we present the 

number of test patterns and hardware overhead for the 

proposed scheme. From Table V it is trivial to see that the 

proposed scheme presents an important decrease in the 

hardware overhead, while the number of tests is comparable, 

while in some cases it also outperforms The average increase 

in the number of tests is 19%, while the average decrease in 

hardware overhead is 98%. 
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CONCLUSION 

We have presented an accumulator-based test-per-clock 

generation scheme, which can be utilized to efficiently 

generate weighted patterns without altering the structure of the 

adder. Comparisons with a previously proposed accumulator-

based test pattern generation technique indicate that the 

hardware overhead of the proposed scheme is lower 

(approx.75%), while at the same time no redesign of the 

accumulator is imposed, thus resulting in reduction of 20%–

95% in test application time. Comparisons with scan based 

schemes, showed that the proposed schemes results in lower 

hardware overhead. 
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